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Complete Network Visibility in Your Cloud: 
Manage Your Risks with ARAP

If you don’t have proper visibility into what is on your network, you are operating at a disadvantage. It’s 

imperative to have complete transparency of IT risk and be able to monitor your IT ecosystem 

continuously for a one simple reason — managing and remediating risks is impossible if you don’t know 

what they are. At Cavirin, we empower organizations to stay secure and compliant by arming them with 

a comprehensive solution. Our Automated Risk Analysis Platform (ARAP) is powered by a unique, 

agentless discovery engine, which continuously catalogs and analyzes your devices no matter where 

they reside — cloud or on-premises, known or unknown, for a compete and continuous view in and out 

of the container. 

Let’s look at how we worked together with leading Customer Success Company, Gainsight™, to 

automate their monitoring and reporting processes, and truly elevate their security and compliance 

posture. Gainsight (www.gainsight.com) helps businesses grow faster by reducing churn, increasing 

upsell, and driving customer advocacy. 

Customer: Gainsight™

Executive Summary

Challenges

One of the main challenges Gainsight had prior to implementing ARAP was the need for network 

visibility of all assets running in their Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud account. 

Need for network visibility of workloads running in cloud accounts

“As the head of technical operations and security, I had a need to ensure we had the same 
level of visibility in our VPC that we would have in our own private datacenter. Once we have 

visibility, having a solution that allows us to quickly baseline the security posture of every 
instance we have running and compare that to a known standard like ISO or NIST is huge.” 

Ray Espinoza, Director of Operations and Security, Gainsight 



Another challenge Espinoza’s team was facing, was the need to identify how the company 
measured up to compliance frameworks and industry guidelines. The team needed a solution 
that could automate their audit compliance without having to worry about manually keeping 
up with the constantly changing compliance regulations.

Ability to to maintain and demonstrate compliance against industry standards

Solution

Cavirin worked together with Gainsight to implement ARAP in their AWS cloud environment 
and deploy the solution quickly as a virtual appliance, enabling the client to begin scanning 
their environment right away. 

Highlights:

ARAP is agentless and serves as an automated platform, which continuously monitors 

cloud-based, hybrid, and on-premise environments —  ultimately seeking out configuration 

changes and identifying new devices. All discovered devices and cloud accounts are assigned a 

risk score based on security and compliance guidelines applied by the client. 

ARAP’s unique powerful policy engine helps companies stay in compliance with dozens of industry 

regulations, frameworks, and/or best practices like PCI, HIPAA, NIST, ISO, CIS, and more. 

The deep discovery engine continuously scans all environments — flagging policy violations and 

misconfigurations — and compiles a pass/fail balanced scorecard that can be easily shared with 

management, auditors, and customers.  

Organizations can easily customize ARAP’s policy engine for their own environment by editing 

out-of-the-box policies, or saving custom configurations as policies. 



Results

“Cavirin has saved my team weeks of manual audits. ARAP’s continuous 
scanning functionality allows to us to watch for policy drift that may occur, as well 

as any misconfiguration or malicious intent. Having direct access to this 
information helps ease the burden of audit compliance as well.”

Ray Espinoza, Director of Operations and Security, Gainsight 

Key ARAP benefits cited by Gainsight include:

Automated Audit Compliance: Ability to automate and continuously monitor Gainsight’s 

production environment against policies that are already integrated in the platform, as well as 

customize policies based on their own needs.

Scorecard & Reports: A balanced scorecard approach to identifying assets, calculating their 

risk to the business and prescribing fixes. 

Time Savings and Cost Avoidance: Ability to reduce time and financial burdens 

associated with audits. The team no longer has to spend time to research and keep up with 

guideline changes, run manual reports, and walk through them in person with auditors. 

Strengthen your cloud infrastructure without sacrificing security or compliance. 

Find out how Cavirin can help add an extra layer of transparency and visibility in 

your environment -- cloud, on-prem, or hybrid -- without any additional security 

staff or heavyweight security tools. 

Take ARAP for a spin at
Painless POC/Demo environment for you to test our platform. 

cavirin.com/test-drive


